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Regulatory Certainty & Investment
Government Tariff Directives of November 2001:
•
•
•
•
•

New entry points will not have to underwrite Interconnectors (ICs)
Interconnector costs to be paid by users of ICs only; no reference to underwriting by any other party
No reference to IC2 approval being based on “express grounds of national
security of supply”
Government took account of Corrib when implementing tariff structure
Introduced after extensive consultation with industry, in line with the
recommendations of the Brattle Group and to comply with EU legislation:

CER Tariff Directives since 2001:
•

The CER retained this structure following reviews in 2002, 2003 and 2007

CER January and July Consultation Papers:
•
•
•

CER proposes to radically alter the tariff structure established in 2001
This has been the basis on which Shannon LNG entered the market with €35
million invested to date
Now the CER is rewriting the rules to the benefit of GB supplies of gas to
Ireland

CER July Consultation Paper (CER/11/112)
• The CER proposals:
• contravene EU gas legislation
• are not proportionate
• Go beyond what is necessary to address the issue

• breach their statutory duty to ensure non-discrimination
• Discriminate against Irish gas sources in favour of GB sources

• breach their statutory duty to protect consumers
• Harms investment environment, harms competition, raises NBP prices

• breach their statutory duty to ensure effective competition
• breach their statutory duty to act consistently
• give rise to an illegal State Aid
• The CER does not have the power to impose a cross-subsidy on
market participants in favour of the incumbent
• The CER does not have the power to interfere with competition or
property rights

Shannon LNG’s Tariff Design Proposal
•

Shannon LNG seeks a stable, predictable and long term IC tariff
design that reflects the costs of transporting gas from Scotland to
Ireland & reasonably balances competing interests:
•
•

•

“a level playing field in the gas market”
A summary of a more “proportionate” solution is set out below

A “unit tariff” design for the ICs that does not vary with throughput:
•
•
•

A baseline unit tariff would be set
Reflected in submissions we made to CER in March and June
If tariff revenues are insufficient to recover IC “required” revenue:
•

•

•

Approved shortfall to be recovered through a surcharge to the exit tariff

Unit tariff revenues above required revenues and any additional IC
revenues (reverse flow, etc.) credited against exit tariff

Key advantages:
•
•
•

As close as practical to 2001 Tariff Directives, proportionate, sets price
ceiling without a price floor
Transparent, less discriminatory, BGN revenue neutral
Stable framework for future investment and competition

THANK YOU

Shannon LNG background information
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Shannon LNG Terminal

• Target start up:
• LNG storage capacity:

2017
Up to four tanks, each capable of holding 4Bcf of gas
equivalent (one week’s supply for Ireland)

• Send out Capacity:
• Pipeline connection:
• Power project:

Initially 400 MMcfd (half the Irish market)

• Total investment:

LNG terminal €600 million, power plant €400 million

25 km connection to Bord Gáis Éireann gas network
~450MW on-site CHP, providing waste heat to terminal,
electricity to the grid
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Shannon LNG – Benefits
•

Large Scale FDI (up to €1.0 billion)
•
•

•

•

The McCarthy Report
•

•

Shannon LNG satisfies Recommendations 17 (gas storage) and 18 (build
an LNG terminal)

Security and Diversity of Gas Supply
•
•
•
•

•

No state subsidies being sought for investment
Gas and power will be sold at free market prices, no subsidization (PSO,
feed-in tariffs)
Fully complies with all Irish and EU regulations

Shannon LNG will connect Ireland directly to global gas markets
Provide a competitive new gas supply to benefit Irish consumers
Lower energy prices improve national economic competitiveness
An LNG terminal allows BGE to avoid further investment in Scotland

Employment
•
•
•

LNG terminal will create up to 650 jobs during a ~4 year construction
period
~50 full time and ~50 indirect jobs when operating
CHP plant will add about half these numbers
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Gas in Ireland – Policy Considerations
•

Fuel of choice for power generation sector
•
•
•
•

•

Wind energy is Ireland’s preferred solution for climate goals
•
•
•

•

And avoids spending €100+ million in Scotland

There is plenty of gas in the world
•
•
•

•

But intermittency requires back-up
Gas-fired power plants are only practical back-up for wind power
Scale and costs may be under-estimated

An LNG terminal addresses EU security of supply directives
•

•

Lowest lifetime cost under most analyses; lowest capital cost
Flexible and short lead times to construct
Natural gas has 50-60% lower CO2 emissions than coal
Ireland will not develop coal or nuclear

IEA estimates 250 years at current consumption rates
Unconventional gas transforming the world’s energy picture
Gas may be a “destination” not “transition” fuel

“Gas is the cheapest and quickest way to meet the world’s climate
change goals”
Dieter Helm, Professor of Energy Policy, University of Oxford
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Irish Gas Supply - UK Dependent
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Source: Gas Capacity Statement 2010 (CER)
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Irish Gas Market – Shannon LNG Creates Diversity
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Conclusions
•

Shannon LNG will provide significant benefits to Ireland
•
•
•
•

•

Up to €1 billion investment
650+ construction jobs, 100+ permanent jobs
Major new competitor in the Irish energy market
Natural gas can enable climate goals and balance renewable intermittency

Shannon LNG needs government support, not subsidy
•
•
•
•
•

We need regulatory certainty
We would like it sooner than later
We are comfortable with open and fair competition
Our potential LNG suppliers are of the same view
Indecision and delay will further postpone project progress
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